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Hitchhiking

Passes
·Thumbs Out
May 20
In approximately 90 days the extended thumb will be legal.
Last Sunday, Gov. Dan Evans signed into, legislation House Bill
223, legalizing hitchhiking in the state of Washington.
This law is scheduled to take effect 90 days after the session ended
this week, according to a spokesman from the governor's office.
Hitchhiking still will not be permitted ori suc\1 areas as freeways
and freeway entrances and exits, for obvious safety reasons.
The State Patrol Office in Ellensburg said it had not yet received a
copy of the bill, but reminds everyone that , for the time being,
hitchhiking is still illegal and will be enforced as such.

Hitchhiking dos and don'ts 3
ASC election rehash

14

Food stamps stomped

2

Parking tot controversy

15

President:
Steve Harrison 73~
Dave Larson
510

*

Executive:
Da-n O'L~ary 67~*
Rich Aldridge 441

Administrative:
I'

Daryl K_ooley . , 561
Dyv.tain Berkins 473

*

ASC final election results ·
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Foods tamps

Students grapple no more Dave Dellinger speaks
by Becki Holland
feature writer

Grappling -for food stamps by
1000 students will be no more
after April 1.
The new rule from Olympia
states only people related by
blood or marriage will be eligible
for food stamps. Neither quickie
marriages in Las Vegas or fibbing
on those co-habitational living
arrangements (you'll get caught)
will help break the exceptions.
Another new rule states a
person who has been claimed as
an income tax deduction on his
parents' statement, will not be
eligible for food stamps for a
whole year after the deduction
was dropped.
According to a spokesman in
.Olympia, this will not affect
married students or single
'students living alone not
claimed as tax deductions' for at .
least 12 months.

The future looks bleak for the
financially stricken students at
Central who depend on food
stamps every month.
. Doesn't know why
Ken Wilson, administrator for
the local Department of Social
and Health Services, said he
doesn't know why the new
federal ruling for the food stamp
cutback eliminates a majority of
young people. He said, "I
haven't heard the detailed results
of the measure yet."
No dissenting students have
stormed into the Social and
Health Services office yet,
according to Wilson. And with
the tremendous wipe-out of
more than 1000 college-related
cases, the three interviewers in
SUB 209 will retain their jobs.
Wilson said he doesn't know if
there will be an influx of more
food stamp applicants trying to
take a des:perate last advantage
before April 1.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

JULY

CLEARANCE?

You Bet! Check These Valuesl (Many One-Of-AKind Items-Shop Earlyl)

PANASONIC.
RS257
Their best AM/FM,
turntable system-with
speaker and bullt-ln
cassette recorder.
Ust $379.95

NOW

PANASONIC SE•·
Slmllar to above, smaller
turntable• .
Ust $249.95

1279
s17gss
95

NOW

SUPER BUY % PRICE SPECIAL
AGS AM/FM receiver with bullt-ln recordplayback cassette deck
and speaker.
List $299.90 NOW

s149•s

Perhaps everyone who will be
affected is stunned. Originally,
any student who could not live
under "normal expenses" was
eligible for food stamps. If a
student was given under $20 a
month from his guardians, he
could receive the sum of $28 in
food stamps for a mere 50 cents.
By April 1, any food stamp
applicant must be related by
marriage or ·'blood and must live
in the same household. Wilson
does not know how the
graduated food stamp limits will
be set for several related people
living together.
Student reaction
One student said, "I just don't
know what I'll do." Another
said, "I'm just making enough to
pay the rent."
With the additional financial
burden of a tuition raise
beginning summer quarter, many
students will probably seek
financial help, according to John
- Lilioky, dheclor ·of FiMncial
Aid.
He said an increase in
applicants might spring frow
students no longer given food
stamps. About 1000 are
dependent on the
college-provided financial aid
now, he estimates.
Liboky said, "If any student
doesn't have enough money to
complete school, I encourage ·
him to come in and talk about
his particular situation."
He said students should
consider this financial aids
alternative before considering
dropping out of college.
~ing_le students .
The biggest crush affects all
single students living alone or in
group households who no longer
will be given food stamp
assistance.

Angela free

on high bail
Angela Davis was freed on
$102,500 bail Wednesday night
and driven past cheering
supporters by defense attorneys
who said, "We're ready, we've
been ready," for the start of
her trial Monday.
"Right on," shouted about 50
admirers as the 28-year-old
former UCLA instructor, jailed
16 months on murder, kidnap
and conspiracy charges, was
whisked by car from the Pplo ·
Alto facility to an undisclosed
location.

.SONY DISCOUNT

bullt-ln cassette recorder, NOW
speaker. TWO ONLYI
Ust $199.95

15995

$

OTHER BUYS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTIONI NOWI

e.Re.QJJ!Al=f'

~lectronics For Entertainment? '.STE~QCRAFTh?s _it alf. '.

Curbstone speakers
Population controls will be discussed by two speakers on campus
Wednesday.
·
Opposing the question of bi.r th control will be Fr. John Heneghan,
a representative of the Catholic bishop's office in Yakima, and Mike
Ruby, will defend the policies put forth by the Zero Population
GroWth organization.
·
T~e two will speak in the SUB Cafeteria at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
~heir talks, rescheduled from. an earlier date, are part of the ASC
Curbstone" speakers series.

Jazz group concert
Three musical groups from Shoreline Community College, near
Seattle, will present a free, public -concert at 3 p.m. today in Hertz
Recital Hall.
One of the groups, an award winning jazz ensemble, will play
music ranging from straight jazz to rock and jazz-rock. Arrangements
by Don Ellis, Buddy Rich and Lou Marini will be featured.
The newly formed wind ensemble will perform "Music for Winds
and Percussion- 1971," a composition commissioned for the group
and written by Dr. Malcolm Seagrave, chairman of the Wenatchee
Valley Community College music department.
Concluding portions of the program will be presented by the third
group, the symphonic band, which recently was selected to perform
at this year's all-state music conferelice.
Featured will be "Festive Overture,'' by Dmitri Shostakovich and
"Designs, Images and Textures," by Leslie Bassett.
·
The Shoreline instrumental groups will be directed by David 0.
Earling.
-

Pre-registration
Schedule
Pre-registration will be conducted by the following alphabetical
schedl,ile: ·
February 25 Seniors and 3rd Quarter Juniors - T, U, V, W, X
28
"
- Y, Z, A, B, C, I'.:>,
29
"
-E,F,G,H
Marchl All others with last name beginning with - I, J, K, L
"
-M,N,O
2
3·
"
-P,Q,R
6
"
-s
7
"
-T,U,V,W,X
8
"
-Y,Z,A,B
9
"
- C, D, E
10
"
-F,G,H
NOTE: Classification of a third quarter junior is determined by
completion of 119 degree credits and above prior to February 22.
ASC CARD REQUIRED FOR PACKET PICK-UP
Pre-registration for Spring Quarter will be held Tuesday Feb.
22-March 10 for · all students enrolled Winter Quarter and all
re-enrolling students admitted by February 1.
Student packets will be distributed on a daily basis during this
period following the alphabetical distribution outlined above.
Packets may be picked up and returned from 9 a.m. to noon and 1
to 3 p.m. in the Registrar's Office. All packets must be returned by 3
p.m., March 10.
.._
Students wishisng to cancel their registration mu.s t notify the
Registrar's Office in writing before the beginning of the quarter.
After classes have commenced, withdrawal from college must be
made through the Office of the Dean of Students.
Students must attend their classes the first day in order to insure
enrollment in their sections. Those students who do not attend will ·
have their classes cancelled. This, however, does not constitute
official. withdrawal from college.

SONYCF500
AM/FM receiver,

Dave Dellinger, outspoken anti-war critic an~ a "Chicago 7" trial
defendant, will speak ' on campus Thursday in the SUB small
ballroom at 8 p.m.
Frequently called one of the "New Left's most eloquent
spokesmen," Dellinger is co-chairman of the New Mobilization
Committee to End the War in Vietnam. He is author of a book
Revolutionary Nonvioience.
'
Admission to the Dellinger speech is free to those with ASC cards;
50 cents per person otherwise.

Service Without
A Service
· Charge
.Airline & Railroad

NOTE: All fees must be paid by March 6, in order to retain your
pre-registration .
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Attack on drinking law

Students plan drive
West em Washington State committee's sub-committee on
College student government appropriations and then back
leaders are planning a statewide again this week to the Senate
petition drive to qualify an 18 ~les- committee, where it once
year-old drinking initiative more was locked up, with little
measure on the ballot in this chance of being reported out to
the senate floor.
year's general election.
Only a miracle, it seems, could
A legislative bill which would
have allowed 18 year-olds to revive the bill in the waning days
legally consume alcoholic of the legislature.
beverages went the rounds of
But, WwSC's student body
several State Senate committees president Todd Sundquist, and
before it died the first time in Western student David Huey
the Senate rules committee Feb. weren't waiting for a miracle to
12.
happen.
Last week, the controversial
Early this week, they launched
measure emerged in a new role
the · initiative campaign by
as a revenue bill when its
proponents attempted to woo ordering the printing of
revenue-conscious solons with petitions. The petitions needing
the tax-raising aspect of the signatures of registered voters
are expected to be back from
measure.
If passed, the new law would. the printe:r.; next week ready for
collect more than an estimated statewide circulation.
$1 million annually in state
Finding little response from
liquor taxes.
. other state college student
After its revival, the bill officers, Sundquist appealed to
landed in the ways and means IPAC and individual PAC

campus groups to help distribute
the petitions.
According to Linda Schodt
and Charles French, co-chairmen
of CWSC's PAC, the local group
will circulate the petitions on
campus as soon as the petitions
are received.
The 18 year-old legal drinking
initiative drive could develop
into a rallying force, a coming
together of students and young
people in a common cause
(whether they drink or no.t ) of
granting full majority rights to
18 year-olds-who can now vote,
register for the draft (men only),
enlist in the military services,
sign mortgage contracts for
major purchases, and get married
·without parental permission.
The initiative drive could also
develop into a dual campaign of
voter registration and petition
signing because only legal voters
can sign petitions to put
legislative initiatives on the
ballot.

·women host workshop
Ellensburg Women's
Liberation(EWL) is sponsoring a
women's workshop today and
tomorrow on campus.
Speakers from Ellensburg,
YakilJla, Seattle and Pullman are
scheduled to appear at the
workshop, according to Ginny
Chick, member of EWL. Films
are scheduled for both ·days.

"The whole purpose of the
workshop is to get people
together to talk about women's
· role in society," Ms. Chick

Mountaineer ·club
attracts climbers
.

-

Central's Mountaineering Club
is making efforts to get going
.again, according to Charles
Hawkins, faculty advisor.
The Mountaineering Club was
begun in 1966 with the dual
goals of attracting both people
interested in technical rock and
ice
climbing
and
people
interested
in
casual
mountaineering.
Since its beginning, the club
has sponsored a number of
climbs,
talks and training
sessions.
One of the main functions of
the club has been to introduce
persons
interested
in
mountaineering to one another,
said Dr. Hawkins. The activity
which attracted the most
attention to the club was its two
mountain climbing schools in
the spring quarters of 1968 and
1969.
0

Recently the club has become
inactive due to many of the
members leaving school, he
added.
Therefore, Dr. Hawkins asks
anyone who is interested in
mountaineering to contact him.
He hopes the club will be able to
sponsor one climb at the very
end of spring quarter, at least
one climb during the summer
and one climb at the beginning
of fall quarter.
·
· .
All Interested students and
faculty are urged to meet at
7:30-9:30 p.m., Tuesday, in
room SUB 103. Featured at the
meeting will be a slide show talk,
"Climbing and Hiking in the
High Sierra," by James Groves,
assistant
prQfessor
of
philosophy. The group ~lso Will
discuss organizational matters
and plans for activities.

Latin iobs offered

The Latin America Career
Planning and Placement Project
is now receiving requests from
explained. "None of the
Ms. Chick and Ms. Roberts · business and industry in Latin
presentations will be tightly agreed that one of the purposes America for college seniors or
·
structured. We want discussions of the workshop is to afford graduate students.
Students who can meet the
to be informal and to embrace EWL members an opportunity
varying points of view."
to work together in a collective requirements should contact Mr.
Owens Barge 105.
Thirty schools throughout the effort of outreach.
The Latin America Career
state ·nave been sent flyers
Housing will be provided for Planning and Placement Project
the
workshop,
describing
according to · Debby Roberts, persons coming from out of was developed by Dr. Claire
EWL member. "We want to town to attend the workshop, Lillard, director of Latin
reach people in the 'c ommunity Ms. Chick said. Free child care American Studies, and Dean
Owens, director of Placement.
and the state and exchange ideas
Students interested in
on women's liberation," she will be provide.d in room 207 of
said.
qualifying for future Latin
the SUB.
American opportunities should

inquire about the Latin
American Studies Program by
contacting Dr. Lillard in
Peterson 15.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at numerous locations throughout the nation including National Parks, Resort
Areas, and Private Camps. For
free information send self-ad·
dressed, STAMPED envelope to
0 pportunity Research, Dept.
SJO, Century Bldg., Polson, MT
59860. APPLICANTS MUST
APPLY EARLY ...

A hitch in hitchhiking statute
OJ .YMPTA
- A new
law liberalizing restrictions on
hitchhiking probably will not
legalize hitchhiking on freeways
nr freeway approaches. State
. Highway Commission Chairman Raker Ferguson said Wednesday.
Under terms of a bill signed
into law earlier this week by
Gov. Dan Evans. the Highway
Commission will have the final
say on whether hitchhiking will
he allowed on the 1.000 miles
of limited access highways under state control:.
Ferguson said he favored the
present ban as far as interstate
highways were concerned and
he predicted that a majority of
the commission would support
that view.
"I can't see us (the commission) legalizing hitchhiking on
, freewavs." Ferguson said. He
sairl th~ commission would probablv want to look at other highw;:iys on an individual basis.

Since the new law contained
no specific effective date. it will
hecome effective May 20, which
is 90 days after the end of the
1972 legislature.
Until May, the present general han on hitchhiking will remain in effect.
In addition to Ferguson. State
Highways Director
George
Andrews said he also supported
a complete han on hitchhiking
along freeways. He said there
would be no safe way to establish hitchhiking zones on interstate routes where the speed
limit is 70 mph. ·
A general limitation in the
new law requires that hitchhiking be permitted only where a
motor vehicle can stop safely
off f he main portion of the road.
Outside 'of that limitation, the
Jaw apparently permits hitchhiking on other than limited access highways.
The final section of the statue
~!ive the legislature control in

flw area of regulating hitchhiking and prohibits conflicting
county. city or other municipal
ordinances.
,
·
Thomas Garlington. assistant
attorney general for the Highways Department, said the
safety
limitation
would
.apparently apply only where the
shoulders of a road were not
wide enough to permit a car to
pull off safely and pick up a
rider.

Seattle levy vote
SEATTLE
- The Seattle School Boru-d has· set April
11 for resubmitting the school
district's special levy to the
·
voters.
The levy_ amount will be
named next week. A $38.4 million levy failed to pass at the
polls on Feb. 8 by 74 votes.
A recount of the Feb. 8 ballots
is going on and will be finished
Friday.

10 CENTERS
every day Mon.-Sat. from 5-6:30

This ad wlll count a 1 album credit
towards your free album.
When you ioln Rootles Record
Club~ (buy 12 LPs, get ONE FREE)
25 th Feb. • 11 th. March

At The

PIZZA PLACE
FREE DELIVERY

925-5446
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Political Affairs

-I

As new Political Affairs co-chairmen, Charles French and Linda
Schodt would like to clear up a possible misunderstanding
concerning statements made by the ASC candidates relating to the
inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the PAC office.
Whatever may have been the opinions of the candidates
concerning the previous PAC administration are nowirrelevantsince
the ASC campaigns began, the new PAC chairmen have initiated
those policies the candidates felt were necessary.
The bill to extend the drinking age to 18 did not pass through the
legislature. Therefore, the PAC office is now working with Western
Washington State College to distribute petitions to put the question
before the people of the state on the ballot in November. The office
will be receiving petitions today and next week the campaign will
commence. They will have a table located in the SUB for all those
interested in helping with their signatures. If you are interested in
helping to distribute the petitions please contact French or Ms.
Schodt.,

-

A legal aid office is being developed-in Ellensburg which is in great
need of help to man the typewriters and for counseling positions, to
~rve the people in l!eed of advice.
No experience is necessary and pre-professional law students are
encouraged to become involved in this worthwhile project which
offers valuable experience. Contact the Office of Political Affairs for
further information.
The Central Chess Club will be making trips to Walla Walla State
Penitentiary to play in chess tournaments with the residents. They
are also trying to raise money to purchase chess supplies and
accessories for the residents.
There wm be a re-examination of the teacher education program
statewide coordinated through IPAC with interested students,
teacher education m• jors, PAC offices and Rep. Dick Smythe from
Vancouver. Rep. Smythe has done research in this area and he feels
that reform is vital.
The precinct caucuses will meet March 7 and the search has begun
for interested students who want to become involved in ground level
politics.
If you are interested in any of the above areas or have other
interests or complaints that you would like to discuss, please stop in
to the PAC office. The office is staffed from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
,Monday through Friday. If you can't come in, call at 963-3000.

The City Council meeting held last Tuesday evening was besieged
with concerned residents from Student Village. The Council was
prepared to vote on City Ordinance 2901 which would prohibit
parking on Alder and 18th Streets between the hours of 1 a.m. and 7
a.m.
This would force the :r;esidents to purchase parking permits from
the school and try to find a parking place or face possible traffic
violations. The residents feel that they should not have to pay for
the privilege of parking close to where they reside. The Council
should meet with the students through the PAC and together devise
an alternative plan that would please both the students and the city.
The Political Affairs Office -has been speaking with the Housing
Office and the Administration this week and they hope that the
alternate plan concerning parking in the Student Village area will be
considered.
There will be a meeting to discuss this plan Monday, at 4 p.m. in
the Co-Ed Lounge. All residents and other interested students should
be present.

,

'
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Mail subscripti?n price $1.00 per quarter or $3.00 per year, payable. to
the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered as
second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Washington
?8926. Advertising material presented herein does not necessarily
im~ly endorsement ~y this newspaper. Published weekly on Fridays
durmg the academic year except during examination weeks and
holidays by students of Central Washington State College. Views
expressed are those of the student staff and editors not necessarily

cwsc.

Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor ·
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Cat-a-log Editor
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Adviser

'

.t>ete Delaunay
Elliott Grieve
Sandi Dolbee
Becki ·Holland
Mary Lancaster
Roger Underwood
Gary Stewart
Gayl Curtiss
Dave· Walker
Jim Nelson
David Evans

Staff Members ... Bill Irving, Glenna Moulthrop,
B111 Nelson.,
Chris Boushey, Loren Salazar, Deb Cameron, Teresa Kade ·Karla
Stakston, Karen Sybo'uts, Nick Gardner, Terry Parsley, Gary Myers,
Larry Aldrich, l'addy Cottrell, Mignonette Walmsley, Jim Hendrichs,
·
Wanda Mille_r, Jon Owen, Phil Proteau, Marian Cottrell. ,

Editor's focus

Pressured decisions
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor ·
"In a democratic society, decisions are made
on the basis of pressure groups."
That's quite an interesting statement-, when
one examines it in light of some of the current
happenings 'in our state and federal legislatures.
One of the lead stories in this issue is the_on~-·
on the food stamp reductions and how it will
hurt over 1000 students at Central according to
Social and Health Services figures.
Students are really getting the "once-over"
lately. First the tuition hikes and then the food
stamp cutbacks. Yet what are the students
doing about these changes? They aren't doing
much, at least to my knowledge.
Maybe this is one of the reasons why the
legislature can zap it to us and get away with it.
"Decisions are made on the basis of pressure
groups."
The pressure was there, according to Rep.
Mike McCormack, from the conservatives to cut
back on food stamps. In the process students
were hurt, but the conservative pressure group
got their way.
The same analogy can be drawn for the
tuition hikes. The pressure is there to get more
money and since the students' education is
basically inelastic, the legislative pressure group
got their money via tuition hikes.
.
So what can be done about all this?
"In a dernocratic society, 1'.tecisions are made
on the basis of pressure groups."
Central has the potential for almost 7000
particles of pressure. Until tho$e 7000 particles
can get together enough ambition to utilize the
society that they're in, students are going to
have to continue to submit to all sorts of
legislation, good or bad.
I w_onder if these same food stamp
regulations would have gone into legislation if
7000 students would have converged en masse
onto 'the floor of Congress in opposition to it?
"In a democratic society.decisions are made
on the basis of pressure groups."
.
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Inconsistent voting

Look again at McCormack
evasively by relating it to general
student aspirations.
Throughout the rhetorical
presentation, students politely
absorbed all his rhetoric,
occasionally even applauding
him. No doubt, most of these
students identify with
McCormack's "position."
·;~
June 17, 1971, McCormack
voted against an amendment
that would have cut off funds
for the Indo-China War as of
Dec. 31, 1971.
Also, on April 1, 1971, Mr.
McCormack voted against the
Harrington Amendment to

To the editor:
On Tuesday, Feb. 15, Central
students had the opportunity to
talk with Rep. Mike
McCormack. ·
McCormack succeeded in
dazzling most of the students by
his use of ambiguous,
over-simplified rhetoric.
His presentation was exactly
what most students wanted to
hear. He was anti-war, anti-draft,
pro-18-ye~r-old vote, pro-clean
air, etc. Occasionally, the
Congressman was confronted
with a question he would answer

repeal the President's authority
to induct men into the armed
forces as of July 1, 1971.
On March 31, 1971, he voted
for a one-year extension of the
draft.
McCormack did vote for the
amendment to the Constitution,
which allowed 18-year-olds to
vote.
To summarize Mr.
McCormack's "position," he is
following the Nixon
Administration's policy, not the
more liberal policies of his
party's Democratic presidential
candidates.
(signed but not deciphered)

Cartoonist replies

Don't take life so· seriously
To the editor:
In reply to the letter by Ric
Woo in the Feb 18 edition of
this paper, I'm sorry, Ric, but I
feel . very little sympathy for
your view.
I'm sick of people who take
life so seriously they can't take a
joke. People such as yourself
seem to look for insult where
there is none. The phrase you
used was "bone-picking."
Maybe you would have been
happy if I had drawn the
Orientals as beautiful,
muscle-bound intellectuals, but
that's not mv stvle.
If you have seen my other

cartoons, you would find · my
characterization of the white
man decrepicf in comparison to
how I handled the cartoon of
Feb. 11.
That cartoon carried, as far~
I'm concerned, no implications
of social stereotyping, ·as you
have suggested. The sole purpose
of that cartoon was a slam on
the cliche, "Finish you dinner,
Joey; there are children starving
in Asia."
It was also in reference to the
fact that Japan has given rice to
this country to help support our
hungry. A noble gesture in my
eyes!

,:lHlSH YO"R.

RTCE t11ANe!
RE'llt£mBE"&\,
TH1iR£'t lHJJ..Of{&'N

STARVING 111
AIDfE'RfCA Y

· I do have a lot of respect for
your view in that I am sorry the
white man has put you in a
situation that makes you react in
the way you did.
Sometimes I feel ashamed to
be white when I think back on
the s*** the 'white man has put
down on blacks, Orientals,
Chicanos and especially the
Indians.
·
But I sincerely believe that I
am not prejudiced toward a man
because of his race or color and I
don't think I should be held
responsible for niy ancestors'
mistakes.
It's a new day as far as I'm
concerned, Mr. Woo, and I'm
willing to accept you for what
you are if you'll do the same for
me.
Thank you for responding.
Loren Salazar
staff artist

All letters to the editor of the Crier are welcome. Such contributions
will be printed as space allows.
In order to be printed, letters must carry the full name as well as the
address and phone number of the author. Letters which are unsigned
or are signed with pseudonyms will not be printed.
Correspondence must by typed and limited to 250 words or less. The
editor reserves the right to edit for matters of libel. No letters will be
returned.
The Crier Office is located in SUB 218.

Strike
Up a Fun
Time ...
Enioy a session of bowllng during
. the following hours:

Monday-- l pm 'til 6:30 pm
Tuesday--3 pm 'til 6:30 pm
·Wednesday--1 pm 'til '6:30 pm
Thursday-1 pm 'til 6.:30 pm
Friday--Noon 'Iii 6:30 pm
Saturday-1 pm 'til midnight
Sunday--Noon 'Iii 11 :00 pm
(Cheaper Rates On Fri. and Sat. afterno~ns)

RODEO .CITY LANES

Thanks
· To the editor:
The Central Women of CWSC
wish to express their
appreciation to · the Crier for
publicizing our dinner/dance on
Feb. 12.
Thank you for your

"The Split Leg Is Here"

cooper~tion.

Dinner/Dance Committee
Central Women

SPECIAL
Monday-Wednesday
NEXT WEEK

BURGERS.

·THE IN SEAM
3rd & Pearl
Open 10-6

Friday ·ti I 9

Just Across ~rom The Post Office
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Democrat-liberal
to be guest here·
Allard K. Lowenstein, former
Democrat-Liberal Congressman
from New York's sixth district
and one of the leaders in the
1968
"Dump-Johnson"
movement, will appear next
Friday at noon in the SUB.
Lowenstein, an attorney from
Long Beach, N. Y. was a prime
mover in the 1968 campaign of
former senator and anti-war
presidential candidate Eugene
McCarthy. He is widely known
as
one of the anti-war
movement's most articulate and
effective spokesmen.
Currently,
involved
in
campaign

participation in precinct level
activities of the Democratic
party.
He is also lending his support
to all anti-war candidates and is
continuing his 1968 and efforts
to involve youth in the political
process.

Lowenstein, who many feel
was re-districted out of- office
because of his disruptive
anti-war
and
anti-Johnson
activities, was a delegate to the
boi_sterous Chicago convention in
1968 and continues to believe
that the system can be changed
Lowenstein is from within if enough of the
a nationwide · right kind of people become
to
increase involved.
Maxine Miller, registered nurse, draws a blood sample from Randy
Shimek, a Central student. Turnout for the blood drive Wednesday
was disappointing, however, when only 102 pints of blood were
donated. The quota was 120 pints. The Red Cross has scheduled
another blood drive March 7 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church at Third and Sprague Streets. (Photo by Cottrell)

Surveillance system proposed
to prevent library book thefts
by Wanda Miller

Levi's. for Gals
LEVI'S fl-' flares-authentic mantailored jeans ... with
the

LEvrs·lj)

lo-ride,

easy fit Get 'em in
Reg. Blue Denim- .
M·isses or Jr. Sizes.

staff writer
Theft is a major problem of
the library, according to Dr.
Richard Waddle, director of
Bouillon Library.
Theft affects all persons who
use the library because many
search for a much-needed book
only to find it stolen.
"The library has an obligation
to make books available and to
protect them," said Dr. Waddle.
Previously, the library used a
"controlled exit" operation that
prevented theft by patrolling the
exits. However, this syst~m did

not decrease theft'so Dr. Waddle receiver will sound an alarm and
has proposed the use of an close a gate.
electronic system.
The surveillance system and
the
cost of treating the books
Tattle tape
Several companies have will be about $36,000. The
manufactured this type of annual cost of maintainence is
system. One system under about $4000.
According to Dr. Waddle, the
consideration is "Tattle Tape,"
which operates by placing a system will more than pay for
magnetic piece of tape in a itself if it prevents thefts. He
hidden place on the book. When also pointed out that a book
the book is checked out, the which must be replaced _costs
tape is desensitized. If someone nearly double due to re-ordering
attempts fo take out a book procedures.
which has not been desensitized
"I see the general good coming
past_ the -~gneti_c ~ensor, the out of this proposal,"- said Dr.
Waddle.
"The purpose is not to catch
thieves, but to save books. It
does not constitute theft to be
detected by a surveillance
system-theft does not occur
until the book is taken outside
the bu ii ding. The primary
purpose is to protect materials."
High fines
Another problem the library is
trying to solve is "high fines."
Many students feel that fines are
unreasonable and use this as an
. excuse to steal books. Another
proposal made by Dr. Waddle is
to apply fines only to those
overdue- books whfoh have been
requested.
lie stressed that fines are used
only as "a last resort to get
people to return books."
Objections to the electronic
system are expected by Dr. ·
Waddle. But after seeinl? its
successful use elsewhere, he is
confident that the system is for
"the general good" and is ''.not
-- 925-2055
unreasonable."

WE REPAIR VW's

sgoo
"i!Jki
;

2nd and Main

. PIZZA MIA
A new shipment of San Francisco
Sourdough Bread wlll be arriving
at 6 p.m. Monday fresh from the

bakerl•• of Lara Buru In San Francisco.
luy this gourmet treat at only $1.25
~r a 1 ~ lb. loaf.
DOWNTO_WN

925-1111

FREE DELIVERY

925-2222
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Pornography audience waits
California before coming to
Seattle.
"Pornography should inspire
If an instructor is late you people," he said. Verdon cited a
wait five minutes. If he's a full case where a 70-year-old man
professor you wait 10. But if who called him shortly after a
he's a porno dealer with a skin police raid on the New Paris.
flick and a dancing girl, you wait
"The old man said he had
one hour.
been watching this kind of
Such was the case as 300-400 entertainment for 53 years and
students jammed into the for him it was an outlet; it
Cafeteria Wednesday afternoon inspired him." The man was
to see James Verdon, manager of · disappointed that the theatre
.Seattle's New Paris Theatre, who had been closed.
arrived one hour late.
In the raid Verdon had been
Vernon's presentation began
with a "hard-core" porno flick.
The film took viewers through
heated and explicit sex scenes,
which caused much laughter and
locker-room-type comments.
"The Fox," playing tonight
Verdon told the audience that
hard core pornography had to and tomorrow at Hertz at 7
include "showing the private p.m., is a daring and provocative
parts of both a man and a drama, centering on two women.
Retreating to the isolation of
woman." When asked for a more
precise
definition
of a run-down chicken farm, they
pornography, said "truthfully I are forced to face the realities of
don't know what it is." He told life-and their own hidden
the audience that courts decide
what is pornography.
"I have an appeal action
pending March 8. The girl~
(dancers at the New Paris) have
been found guilty of indecent
exposure." Verdon stated that
they have no problem with
police in showing films, but live
dancers sometimes draw arrests.
Verdon told the crowd he
started in the industry at age 11
as a projectionist. Later he
worked in a warehouse that
mailed nude photos all over t.IJ.e
~o)lntry. He also worked in
by Paddy Cottrell

staff writer

charged
with
keeping
a
disorderly house, a house of ill
fame, and aiding and abetting
indecent exposure. He was
found not guilty on all charges,
while the girls were found guilty.
James
Verdon's
porno
presentation attracted a crowd
that has been topped only by
Dick Balch. It began with a skin
flick and laughter but turned
into an open discussion in which
Verdon got a plug for his &how
and the students got a glimpse of
life in the porno world.

'fox' provocatiVe drama
emotions-;-by a fox, which preys
on their chickens, and by a virile
young seaman, who becomes an
unexpected guest. ·
The two women are piayed by
Sandy Dennis and Anne
Heywood and the man is played
by Keir Dullea.

INSURED?

Be sure •. ••
See DON JONES

uaNSED INSURANCE BROKER
310 N. PINE
ELLENSBURG, WASH.

James Verdon
New Paris Theatre

DO YOU REALIZE

HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE?
•• •By Doing Your Shopping At
The Brand Spankin' NeYI

*

ELLENSBURG
PRAIRIE MARKET.
I

1200 CANYON ROAD

*

'

Next To Butterfield Chevrolet
COLLEGE

When members shop at Prairie Market they are
saving many, many ways. They do not pay for
advertising campaigns, expensive fixtures or
displays, contests, gimmicks or expensive extra
help••• as a matter of fact, they even mark their
own prices. • .BUT, all this adds up to 1 one big
"PLUS" for the members••. FABULOUS SAVINGS
on their TOTAL FOOD BILL. Buy one Item or a
easel One visit wlll prove to you that no other
food operaton can save you consistently as
much on your food purchases.

STORE
HOURS:

Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., 10 pm to 7 pm
Thursday ••••• 10 am to 8 pm
Saturday••••• 9 am to 5:30 pm
Closed Sundays

8th• .

MOUNTAIN VIEW AVE.

BUTTERFIELD
CHEVROLET
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Student development
coordinates programs

and job placement just to name
by Phill Proteau
a few. Anne conducts an ESP
- staff writer
(Effective Study Program) group
Tucked away in a little room
in Beck Hall, interviews students
in Barge Hall, or working. in the for individual and group needs,
dorms, Anne . Ayers is probably communicates department
one of the most unknown
programs to students, and also
workers on campus.
Anne is Staff Consultant in leads a career and inter-personal
relations group for students.
Student Development. Her job,
These programs reflect the
according to Anne, "includes a
involvement of Student
variety of work with students, Development.
faculty and administrators and
A new mini-group, Priorities
to serve as a mutual exchange of
for a Decade, invloves students
information among them."
in what "might be" in the
Anne believes that\)' "students
future. The students take a
have needs that administrators
hypothetical trip ·t o outer space
and faculty members ought to
and control who and what type
be aware of in order to
of people they will be with. The
adequately prepare their ·group is geared .for relaxation
programs."
and introducing students to new
Anne also says, "student ideas.
development and many other
Anne's qualifications include a
departments are aware of. the B.A. in Psychology from the
student needs and do offer such University of Kansas, and a
programs. This is another Masters Degree from . Seattle
f u n c t i·o n o f S t u d e n t Pacific College in Guidance and
Development, to communicate Counseling. She did her
these programs to the student." counseling internship at Seattle
The Student Development Central Community College.
Office puts out a manuaJ, "The There Anne was required to see
Auxiliary Service Handbook for at least three students a day.
Head Residents,': that can refer However she usually saw fifteen
students to the· programs that and counseled students who
are available. The manual lists needed emotional, academic or
programs involved in academic vocational assistance.
advisement, speech and hearinf!.
Anne worked also as a
veteran's affairs, financial aid co-counselor at a Nutka Indian

migrant camp on Vashon Island.
There Anne said that sh-e
"budgeted, cooked, applied
medicine, counseled and
supervised fifteen high school
students who were helping at the
camp." The volunteer students
watched the Indian children for
the parents working in the fields.
The Student Development
Program is the effort of many
people. Dr. Mclnelly is the
coordinator. Others involved in
the program include Carol Baily,
a senior in Counseling
Psychology and Pie Robinson.., a
sepior in speech pathology and
audiology. Both work in public
relations with the residence
halls.
Jim Benµett, a graduate
student in Psychology is
organizing a "Careers Day" that
will introduce students to
employers.
Dennis O'Neill, the Head
Resident of Quigly, leads
ADP-ESP (Academic
Development and Effective
Study programs) groupL
1n the future Anne will be
. traveling to other schools to find
new programs that are not
available here. Anne emphasizes
that she is here to assist students
with any problem. She is located
in room 205, Barge Hall.

Gasoline price .rise examined
gallon overnight (based on blatantly disagrees with these
statements. He said tliat the sole
self-service prices)?
Do you think possibly that the reason for the rise in gas prices
Have you wondered yet how answer just might be that it was was to make more money from
come, when you took your car a ploy on the part of the station all the extra travelers during the
down to have it gassed up for dealers to soak customers for three-day holiday.
your trip home last weekend, more money because they· knew
Moreover, he added, the
the gas prices had risen . .: that with the three day suggested average price for
approximately four cents per weekend, thousands of students . gasoline, as far as he knows, is
would be leaving campus?
not 40.9, but rather is 36.9 cents
A spokesman for Darrell's per gallon.
American, W. Eighth St., said
By Monday morning, prices
that' the price hike was in no wer again dropping to normal
way connected to the three-day rates of 31.9 to 33.9 cents per
· ·
weekend. Instead he said ·it was gallon.
d u e t o t h e ' ' ·c om pan y
philosophy of business."
Oil spill study
''Gasoline companies offer
support prices to us so that we
SEATTLE Biolocan compete with the other
at
a
symposium
gists
meeting
dealers in town. But at the same
time the companies have a way 'here Wednesday agreed a study
of following in each others' of the Anacortes <>il spill April
25, 1971, was inconclusive.
footsteps," he expounded.
About 250,000 gallons of diesel
This -last week, for instance,
fuel escaped into open water
the gasoline prices dropped to
26.9 cents, just by one station when a valve aboard a United
lowering it one cent, then Transportation barge was left
another station getting the open during oil loading opera'go-ahead' to lower its prices tions at the Texaco refinery at
another two cents, he went on March Point.
to say.
Lee Ehrsan, a spokesman for
He added that in re.ality the
Texas Instrument Co., said he
suggested average cost of
could not definitely say there
gasoline in this area is 40.9 cents
has been any long-term damper gallon.
age.
Texas Instrument
A spokesman for Bill's Phillips
hired by the federal govern66, Eighth and Pearl Streets,
ment to investigate the spill.
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor

LEAP YEAR SPECIAL
SuB lcE CREAM
PAR.LOR
TUESDAY,FEB.29TH

GIRLS DAY!!

Bring your Boy _F riend, Husband, or
Some other girl's male friendl !

PINK CHAMPAGNE
SUNDAES

LADY WRANGLERS

2 45$.
For

~ftl®l~~@:P?,®

Or in other words 2 for the price of one

This is for girls or ladies Only!
All Day Tuesday•Feb. 29th.
It's Leap Year! !.

!

WARNING FELLAS-This i~ . the day the girls ask you out-orpropose to you-or-? ? So watch your step-It happens every
Four Years-Hide if you must-but these Champagne Sundaes
aren't designed to intoxicate you-Just entice you! !

WREMEMBER the

JH

1s sileot!

Mill's Saddle 'N Togs
The Shop With THE HORSE In The Door
'

'

I

4TH & Main
. ,.

'

962-2312
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'Desire' ·continues
early marriage to a homosexual Mitch in order to save his buddy
by Nicholas Gardner
who kills himself. And with the from "jumpin' into a tank of ·
staff writer
The Barge Threepenny · old southern family mansion . sharks."
When Stella goes to the
Playhouse will host Tennessee overburdened with debt, she
hospital
to have., a baby, Stanley
works
for
a
living
by
teaching
Williams' Pulitzer Prize-winning
goes to bed with Blanche. To
play, "A Streetcar Named English in the town school.
She seeks to sustain her save the marriage, Blanche must
Desire," tonight.
Opening last night, the play gentility and vitality, both of be disposed of.
Ms. Romanov pointed out that
runs _ through tomorrow. It which slip away from her.
when
the Williams' play debuted
She
has
many
casual
,
affairs
resumes again Wednesday thru
Saturday, March 1·4. All with strangers, as she seeks in 1947, few women cared to
for
love and . identify with Blanche and few
performances are at 8 p.m. and desperately
security. Forced, later, to leave men cared to defend her.
admission is free.
"Today," she said, "I feel the ·
Pat Romanov, director for the her home town, she goes to New
Orleans and her sister, Stella, audience will sympathize with
play explained the plot.
Blanche Du Bois (sophomore (Jan Starner, freshman}, - who Blanche, will be much less
shocked and therefore be moved
Cid Hernadez) is the victim of an welcomes her.
,
But Stella's coarse and by the play."
In explaining the reason for the
rough-necked husband, Stanley
Kowalski (Kim , Bennett, selection of this ·particular play,
freshman), sees right through Ms. Romanov said that that it
Blanche's preening. Blanche and gives the actors at Central the
Mitch (graduate student Oscar experience of Tennessee
Cady), Stanley's best friend, fall Williams and gives the Ellensburg
audiences an opportunity to see
Five groups of some of the in love and plan to marry.
Stanley digs up the truth the excellent acting possible in
best musicians at Central will
present a special "jazz night" about Blanche's past and tells his plays.
program.
The evening of jazz music will
begin at 8 p.m. Sunday, March
5, in McConnell.
Featured in the· program will
be the Central Swingers, a vocal
group; the Central Stage Band;
Central's Jazz-Rock Ensemble,
and two smaller jazz combos.
Advance tickets for the
performance are on sale in the
SUB and .McCullough Music
Store downtown.
Funds raised by the jazz
concert will be used for
scholarships and to defray costs
of a special events scheduling
board for Hertz Recital Hall.

Bands -play
jazz n-i ght

BIKE BROKE DOWN?

The BYKE SHOPPE is -ready
to help you get that bike

tuned up and ready for
summer!

"Streetcar Named Desire," is scheduled to open tonight in the
Threepenny Playhouse at 8. This Centtal production stars Cid
Hernandez, above, who plays Blanche Dubois, reminiscing about her
soldier lover. This play is not exactly rated "G," according to its
cast. It involves se~, violence, love and lust. (Photo by Cottrell)

The public performance will
be one of the last for several of
the groups before they enter the
Northwest Regional Collegiate
Jazz Competition in May at
Bremerton. Winners of that
competition will be flown to
Washington, D.C. in late May for
a performance in the nation's
capital.

·THE BYKE SHOPPE
315 N. Main - 925-4050

IN THE

Shoe Sole
CHARGE IT!

DOWNTOWN

l~f
[lR~~~ ~ ~
... fashion·s
perfect
blazermatef

The two-toned
tie updates today's fashion classics with
super style! On a hunky slice of heel in
Blue, Tan or
smooth kid with
White, $lG.

11AN 11AI~ I~ S

r.M.

"i::..-
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Hamburger sold
by the pound
Bike paths designed
More and more people are
using bikes for transportation
and for exercise. And as a result
of more people using bikes there
is an increase in accidents.
The safety education class,
conducted by Ron Hales,
assistant professor of traffic and
safety education, designed the
plans for the paths around
campus. The paths are to help
prevent bike accidents and to
give more room for pedestrians.
Al Eberhart, director of
fa c i 1it i es p 1an ning and
construction at the Physic'l
Plant, said before the paths
leould be constructed, the plans
have to be accepted by the
college and then, if accepted,

sent to capital budget request
for approval.
He said nothing can be done
until funds are appropriated and
that probably won't be until
spring of 197 3.
The· traffic and safety
committee held a meeting to
discuss the plans and more
meetings are planned. Students
are encouraged to attend the
meetings to give suggestions.
Hales said, "Ideas pertaining
to how stuqents feel about the
bike paths and safety would be
appreciated." Turn them into
him or Jack Spit~ill, director of
st u d e n t s r 1gh t s a n d
responsibilities.

Reasonable Rates

Prompt Servlm
Free Estlmatw
Exclusive Dealer

Soundcrest and Artpolnt
W.eclcllng Stationery

CAPITAL PRINTING CO.
412 N. Pearl-925-9311

by Pete Delaunay
editor in ehief

At a MacDonald's Drive-In restaurant you can
got an eighth of a pound for 25 cents. At
Denny's in downtown Seattle, you can get a
quarter of a pound for 95 cents. At the Tally
Ho Restaurant in Ellensburg you can get almost
a half a pound for $1.75. ·
Hamburger.
Aside from being consumed in a bun, it is
. .used in a multitude of different ways and dishes
by the homemaker. Obviously, the greatest
majority of hamburger eaten in this country is
purchased daily at the supermarket.
According to the federal government,
hamburger is fresh chopped beef, with or
without the · addition of beef fat, and/or
seasoning, and shall not contain more than 30
per cent fat.
An interesting definition, but it applies only
to hamburger shipped across state lines. Most
hamburger is purchased fresh from the local
market, and state laws must apply where the
federal law does not. Unfortunately,
Washington has no such law concerning the
amount of fat hamburger may contain.
Consequently, the shopper is at the mercy of
the butcher.
Fresh meat
The federal government maintains that
one/fourth of the average family food
expenditure is the purchase of fresh meat.
Almost 50 per cent of this amount is used to
purchase beef. And at least three of every 10
pounds of beef bought by familes in the U.S. is
hamburger.
According to tests conducted by Agri-Science
Laboratories in Hawthorne, Calif. (USDA
approved meat chemists), one third of the
samples of ground round contained more fat
than the ground chuck. Yet the ground round
sold from 10-to 19-cents more per pound.
The samples purchased for the Agri-Science
study were from stores of three major chains,
during a three-week period. The stores were
selected from middle-class neighborhoods in
Los Angeles County.
In every store, a ·purchase was made of one
package each (in ascending order of quality) of
ground beef, ground chuck, ground round, and
ground sirloin.

One of the samples taken by Agri-:Science
was judged to be rancid (spoiled) on arrival. It
was sold by the sample market despite the
grayish color and bad odor.
Perhaps the most startling conclusion drawn
by the firm was that there · was no
distinguishable difference between the products
sold under the different titles.
In fat content, the products sold as ground
beef av~raged from 23-28 per cent fat. Ground
chuck ranged from 19-24 per cent fat. Ground
round from 14-23 per cent fat. Ground sirloin
from 10-17 per cent fat.
Although the average fat content was lower
for each "grade" as you moved upwards on the
price scale, there was still a good deal of
overlapping in all of these products.
No differnces
Since the results showed no major differences
between the successive grades of hamburger,
the firm sent an investigator back to the '
sampled markets.
"I found that a practice often used by the
industry consists of sending 'chub' packages to
their stores," he said. "These are 20 · to
40-pound packages of ready made ground beef.
At th~ individual store, the 'chub' packages are
divided into portions and either 'fattened up' or
'leaned down,' according to the prices they
were to sell for in the meat market."
The leaning-up process involves grinding in
frozen bull meat, imported from New Zealand
and Australia. Almost three million pounds of
this is imported into the United States
annually, Agri-Science reports. There
apparently is nothing wrong with the meat. It is
good, however, it is definitely not chuck, round
or sirloin.
It is recommended that the consumer
purchase the least expensive grade of
hamburger for the time being, until proper
meat labeling can be applied.
If you desire a higher quality of hamburger,
Agri-Science suggests buying whole cuts of
chuck or ground steak and eigher grind them at
home or have the butcher do it for you.
Buy only pre-ground meat that is bright red
. in color. If there is exce~ive fat in the package,
the hamburger will look pinkish, Agri-Science
says, and if it is not fresh, the meat will be dull,
darker red or brown.
·

Tenants Union lists goals
The Kittitas Valley Tenant's
Union has tentatively set next
Friday for its membership
meeting and is planning to unveil
the Union's constitution,
according to Jim Maloney,
Union spokesman.
One goal of the Union, moving
the list of off-campus housing to
the Union office, has been
approved by both the ASC
Legislature and Central's
Housing Office.
Another aim of the Union is
to set minimum standards for
safety and health, emphasizing
electrical wiring arid plumbing
structures. Housing that does
not meet these standards will be
placed on a blacklist and
circulated to students applying
for off-campus housing.

The direct way
to save money on
long distance calls

The condition of some
housing . might fail standards set
" by the Uniform Building Code
and would be, Maloney believes,
condemned if inspected by the

THE SHIRE

Whenever you can, direct dial your long
distance calls yourself. The already low
rates are even lower that way.

County Health or City Building
inspectors.
.
Maloney stated that anyone
has the right to call the inspector
and that landlords cannot evict a
renter for reporting violations.
Violations of the' Code can result

in non-payment of rent and
termination of leases.
After' their proposed meeting,
the Union hopes to meet with
local landlords to discuss mutual
problems, Maloney said.

Deadline nears . for aid
The deadline for applying for
financial aid for next year is
Wednesday. Students must mail
their confidential statements to
Berkeley, Calif., by that date.
Students also must fill out
Central's financial aid
application and have it returned
to the Financial Aid Office no
later than April 7.
•
Awards of financial aid are
normally made after May 15 or
as soon as the Office of
Financial Aid is awarded aid
from the federal gove~nment.
Any student intending to
apply for assistance under
federal programs such as the

National Defense Student LQan,
College Work-Study Program, o~
the Educational Opportunity
.Grant must submit the
applications by the deadline
dates.
Students who will not be on
the Central campus spring
quarter who are to receive
financial aid, are required to
leave their name and address
where they would like to have
· their checks forwarded by March
17.
Checks will be mailed March
27 to those student teaching and
who are fully registered for
spring quarter.

o ·ldies b'9t Goodies
Night

Use your special billing number from residence. hall phones. You get the low direct
distance rates when you do.

MARCH 2ND
ALL DAY
3rd & Pearl

15• Schooners
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Drug Action

Straight dope on drugs

New Book Arrivals! !

ACTION: The Drug Advisory Committee wishes to apologize for not
answering questions that have been submitted. One set of questions
was lost so please resubmit them.
ACTION: The Drug Advisory Oommittee recently received a
question from a student asking what we thought of the latest .
comments made by the President's commission on drugs.
After discussing what we have seen of the Commission's findings,
we have decided not to take a stand until the final results are
released. The student asking that question also says that he believes
if marijuana is legalized, a person wishing to purchase it must show
proof that he has a direction in life or a goal to strive for.
The members of the Drug Advisory Committee however, feel this
would be unrealistic. We believe it would be quite difficult to
measure the sincerity of individual goals.
Also, in our society certain cultures are not centered around
obtaining goals. Many cultures don't believe that goals must exist for
them to have a happy healthy life.
The student also suggested some sort of psychological test to see
who could handle the anxiety accompanying marijuana. We believe
that if such a test were administered, probably 90 per cent of the
population would fail, just as many that have failed similar tests for
·
.alcohol control.
· When the President's commission releases its total findings,
Central's committee will review it and give t~eir opinion.

English maiors show
'Dr. Strangelove' flick
by Kipy Poyser
contributing writer
The Sovereign Association of
Graduate English Students
(SAGES) will show the
extraordinary "Dr. Strangelove:
Or How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love the Bomb,"
on Wednesday in McConnell
Auditorium.
Some 60 international awards
honor this oddly-titled screen
satire based on the novel "Red
Alert" by Peter George. "Dr.
Strangelove" is a wildly comic
nightmare which .sees the
President of the United States
and Premier of the Soviet Union
cooper~te in a bizarre effort to

save the world from total
disaster.
Peter Sellers superbly plays
the President, an imperturbable
British liaison officer and an
unreformed Nazi scientist. But,
as with "2001: - A Space
Odyssey," "Dr. Strangelove" is
essentially another Stanley
Kubrick 918Sterpiece.
Admission to the "best
American movie in years" is a
nominal fifty cents, and doors
open at 6 p.m. Showings are at 7
and 9 p.m. and (NOTE) college
ID is required.
''Dr. Strangelove" is · the
second film in SAGES film
series.

Job intervie\A/s set

A paper edition of

CIVILISATION
by Kenneth Clark_
The original $15.00 edition of the lavishly
illustrated

Foul!

by Desmond Morris

author of best seller
NAKED APE
Three Short
Novels by the
author of

Th~ Oxford

History
·of The American,
People

by S.

~-

lord Of The Flies

Morison

$195 ' Each
.!

,·,·····'~'···"''...,.,....

Rome Was Not Burned In.ADay
The mischief of language

leo Rosten

The Second Arab Awakening

STUDENTS.

71..!

the exile of a Superstar

Intimate Behavior

Bibliography
chosen

o~:u:::

by Connie Hawkins

in Three Volumes

Business: Sears Roebuck &
Business and school ·
representatives will be on Co., Los Angeles, Calif.; Retail
campus soon for job interviews. management, credit, controller,
Sign-up sheets will be posted and data processing.
two weeks before the interview
Schools: March 6-7, Highline
date. Interested candidates must School District, Seattle;
be re~~stered with the Placement
March 6, Secret Harbor Farms
Office prior to interviews.
(a unit of the Anacortes School
District);
March 7, Shoreline School
District, Seattle;
March 8-9, Bellevue School
District;
·March 8-9, Puyallup School
A book co-edited by a Central District;
professor has been selected as
March 10, Longview School
part of the Scholar's Library by District;
the Book Club of the Modern
Language Association.
..-----------.
"Joseph
Conrad:
An
Annotated · Bibliography of
Writings About Him," was
compiled and edited by Bruce E.
Paying Too Much For
Teets, an associate English
professor at Central, and Helmut
Prescri ptionsi
E. Gerber, an Arizona State
University professor.
Dr. Teets, regional editor for
.Try Us For Better
the p.eriodical "Conradiana," has
published many essays on
-Prices
Renaissance
prose
fiction,
Conrad and Hardy.
At present Dr. Teets is
preparing
a
supplementary
We Guarantee It!
volume on writings about
Conrad, of which he will be the
editor and major contributor.
This book also is to be published
the
Northern
Illinois
by
University Press.

The Middle East 1914-70

_J

$495
.

_

$2 95.

by Jon Kimche

Outdoorsman Fix It Book
by Monte Burch

Store Houns .
.

OPEN MON.-FRI.
~

8:30-4:30
1,

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST wants
work
at
home. Accurate,
neat and ·prompt Competitive prices. Call CARLEEN

sold over _280 ,000 copies.

'

963-1311
I
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Tops in Northwest
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Gymnasts tune up
for Inland Empire
by Jon Owen

sports writer
central's gymnastics tea~ defeated
Portland State and
E a s t e r n Washington last
weekend.
Central scored 123.65 points,
followed by Portland State with
108 and Eastern with ·99.25.
In the All-around competition
Central's Frank Perrone again
captured first place honors,
totaling 45.2 points. Ron Nissan
of Portland State was second
and the Wildcat's Bob Arnold
third.
Perrone won the still rings, the
parallel bars, and tied with his
· teammate Chan Faraone for
second on the long horse.
Arnold won the free exercise
and was third on the side horse
and the parallel bars.
A fine performance was
turned in by Central's Ken Krebs
on the long horse. Krebs won
the event with a score of 8.95.
Krebs has already qualified for
CHAMP AGAIN-Central's Craig Skeesick waits for the right time to make his move in the championship the NAIA national meet in this
round of the Evergreen Conference wrestling championships here last weekend. Skeesick, a defending event.
NAIA National champ, won the match for his fourth consecutive EvCo title as the Wild'.!ats took team
Other Central gymnasts to
honors for the seventh consecutive year. (Photo by Stewart)
place were Rich. Burholder with

a third in the free exercise and
Colin Wright with a third in the
still rings.
Centr~l finished their regular
season dual meet schedule with a
record of eight wins and three
losses. This mark is the best ever
for a Wildcat gymnastic team.
All three losses were to Pacific
Eight members who compete in
the NCAA University Division.
Dick Foxal, Central coach, said,
"We had an · 8-0 record against
schools in our own division. This
makes us the top ranked small
college in the Northwest and we
are very proud of this feat."
The 'Cats' next meet is the
Inland Empire Tournament at
Richland, Washington on March
11.
WIA Standings
Black on White Affair
Barto
Faculty
Jane's Babies
Anderson I
Kamola
Student Wives
Stevens-Whitney
Hitchcock
Anderson II ·

10~1

8-2
8-3
8-3
6-5
6-5
3-8
3-8
1-10
1-9

Grapplers log seventh title
by Bill Irving

sports writer
Seven in a row. No, not the
basketball team's seventh win in
a row but Central's seventh
consecutive Evergreen
Conference wrestling title was
captured by the grapplers over
the weekend.
With some timely help by the
Savages of Eastern Washington
the 'Cats chalked up their
seventh since 1966. Central beat
back the challenge of Southern
Oregon by a scant 65 to 59112,
western washlngton tot9.Ied ·511.k··

points, Eastern Washington 48,
Oregon College 46, Eastern
Oregon 32, and Oregon Tech 12.
The perennial champs snared
three individual crowns over the
two-day meet. Leading the way
was Craig Skeesick at
134-pounds who became the
school's first grappler ever to
win four straight championships.
Freshman Greg Gowens (142),
the only frosh to win a title, and
Dave Smith at heavyweight also
collected wins.
Skeesick hiked his season
record to ,9-1, breezing through

CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

The

Watch for the open.ing
of the new restaurant
at the CROSSROADS
featuring a new
dining atmosphere
and · ROAD RUNNER
room with live
entertainment ·6
nightµ: week.

OPEN 24 HOURS

CROSSROADS RESTAURANT

,

to a 13-4 decision in the finals.
Two takedowns and a near fall
in the first round started the
defending NAIA national titlist
out to an outcome that was
never in doubt.
Gowens also had easy
decisions en route to his title but.
the finals match saw him come
from behind to win 10-5.
Gowens put together a reversal
and near fall late in the round to
pull out the victory. He now
owns an 11-2-1 record for the
year and as Coach Eric Beardsley
put it, "He really did a fine job
for a freshman."
Smith won his heavyweight
match, 6-5, after trailing 5-3.
The reversal cause with 25
seconds remaining. His record is
now 11-1-1.
Tom Omli (190) lost to

make weight for the meet.
Beardsley believed Shaw's
absence cost his team 12 or 13
points.
Skeesick and Gowens'
victories after Schutte's loss gave
the lead back to the hosts but a
Red Raider win at 150 kept
them in it.
Cheneyites Rubin Rios, who
dumped defending 177-pound
EvCochamp - Roger Duvall at
167, and Vard Jenks, who
defending NAIA national champ
outpointed SOC's top seeded
Rich Edwards, 6-1 in the finals
John Herzog at 1 77, were the
and Wayne Schutte (126) did
heroes for Central.
the same, 8-4. Jim Adams (158)
If the Red Raiders had wo·n
lost 2-1 in the consolation finals those two bouts they would ,
(4th place) and Ray Blondin have gone home the victors by
(177) took third, winning his one-half point.
consolation contest.
A pleased Coach Beardsley
The team title was in doubt all said, "We feel real fortunate
the way and even coach about our win" and indicated
Beardsley admitted, "I thought the victory did a lot for his
we were gonna lose it." Going· squad's morale. It "helped to
into the finals the Wiidcats had a motivate us a little bit" after
scant two and a half point lead some key injuries and
over Southern Oregon.
disappointments earlier in the
The Ashland squad jumped year, noted Beardsley.
into the lead at 126-pounds
The Wildcats took on the
when SOC's Dan Speasl defeated University of - Washington
Central's Schutte. Despite losing, Wednesday night in Yakima.
Schutte had "one of the best
Ever hear of a Wildcat sharing
matches he wrestled all year," in its ·catch. with a Savage?
the finals, offered Beardsley.
Saturday's heroics by both just
Schutte wrestled up a weight might force you to readjust your
as freshman Kit Shaw failed to ideas.
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Cagers Win three to
end EvCo action
by Roger Underwood

. sports editor

Cental's Wildcat cagers rang
up three more wins over the past
week to close out their
Evergreen Conference campaign
and keep their faint playoff
. hopes alive.
Last Friday night, shortly
after Central students staged a
mass exodus from the campus
for the three-day weekend, the
'Cats bombed the visiting
Southern Oregon College Red
Raiders 105-83 with a 61-point
second-half.
After Rich Hanson and Eric
Schooler propelled the Wildcats
to a modest 44-40 halftime
advantage, Bill Chatman drilled
home five buckets in the
opening minutes of the second
half to move the hosts out.
Hanson led all scorers with 23
points, while Chatman added 16:
and Schooler and Bill Eldred 14
apiece.
Hanson
led
the
rebounders with 12 while Eldred
snared 10.
While Friday night's game
turned into a rout, Saturday
night's contest was anything but.
Rapid-firing Mel Farris led the
suddenly and suprisingly potent
Oregon Tech Owls into the
pavilion, and they proved that
their near miss at Klamath Falls

earlier in the season was no
fluke.
· Farris and Phil Scher shot the
Owls into a 4 7-44 halftime lead
before ·a crowd of about 2000
loyalists. Two buckets by Farris
and a free-throw by Bob Drake
brought the visitors from a
44-41 deficit to the three-point
lead in the final two minutes.
The stubborn Owls held the
advantage well into the second
half behind the scoring of Farris
and Dave Carrigan until Eldred
hit a tip-in with 6:05 left to put
Central up at 74-7 3.
The visitors stayed close at
83-81 on another long jumper
by Farris, but Chatman scored
on a jumper and a lay-in and
Schooler hit a pair of free
throws to put it away. ,
Farris bagged 24, high for
both clubs, while Hanson came
through with another plus-20
performance to lead the 'Cats
with 21. Chatman and Eldred
chipped in 1 7 each and Schooler
had 16.
Tuesday night brought OCE's
Wolves to town, and with them,
the season's EvCo finale. The
Wildcats were about as loose as a
plate of wet noodles, and they
blitzed the visitors 101-61.
The final score pretty well
tells · the story of the game, as
the 'Cats came out shooting and

Swimmers succumb

MIA
Two MIA biggies are on tap
for Tuesday and Wednesday
when BSU and Villagers, both
5-0, battle. Tuesday at · 8 p.m.
and the Head Jobbers and Jocks
Flash, both 7-0, battled at 8
p.m. Wednesday .
That will knock out two more
unbeatens · and leave only nine
undefeateds, one in each league
except B.
Brush Prairie continues to lead
the pack with a 8-0 record:.
followed by the Has Beens, Ball
Bangers and Primo Warriors, all
with 7-0 records.
League play ends Tuesday,
March 7, and the finals begin the
following day. The first place
team from each league and the
next six teams with the best
recor will battle it out in the
single elimination tourney.
The MIA wrestling tourney is'
slated to begin Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday and the finals
are Monday, March 6. Starting
time for the preliminaries is 4
p.m. with the finals at 8 p.m.
under the lights of the pavilion.

never let up. The only
excitement came near the end,
when ·Central neared the century
mark. (Brian Willison's 20 footer
put them over).
The Wildcats used a balanced
attack and a plus-50 per cent
shooting from the floor to
dispose of the Wolves. (The
hosts also got off 28 more
attempts than did the visitors.)
Chatman drilled nine field
goals for a game high 18 points
as Eldred pushed through 16 and
Ron Weber 13, all in the first
half.
Three ·reserves came off the
bench to nail down double
figures in the scoring column.
Willison finished with 12, while
Mike Polis and Bill Henniger got
10 each.
Two non-conference games
remain on the 'Cats schedule.
Tomorrow night will find Dean
Nicholson's club in Burnaby,
B.C. for an encounter with
Simon Fraser. Then they return
to Nicholson Pavilion for their
last
regular-season
contest
against the potent Portland State
Vikings. The Rose City club
whipped the -'Cats 99-83 earlier
this season.
Last season, it was Portland
State and Willie Stoudamire who
dumped the 'Cats in overtime
and snapped a 20-game pavilion ·
winning streak. Stoudamire and
the 'Viks will return Monday
night.

FOUR SEASONS

OPEN
DAILY
'TIL 7

RECREATIONAL CENTER
·500 W. Ith

Sunday

BICYCLE SALE

11-5

Monday night will ·also mark
the end of some distinguished
careers. Eric Schooler, who has
and prepare to gp to the been a Wildcat for four years,
Conference championships, will be playing his last game in
March 2-4 at Ashland, Ore. the pavilion, as will Bill
Central is the team to beat in Chatman, Mike Polis and Gary ,
Randall.
that meet.

to· SFU in District
Simon Fraser, ran.ked numero
uno nationally in the NAIA,
showed their power as they ran
away with the District I and II
swimming championships last
weekend at Lewis and Clark
College in Portland.
Central came in second, more
than 70 points bell;ind Simon
Fraser, which had 4 7 5 to take
the meet.
It was the first loss of the
season for the Wildcats after 11
consecutive wins.
Coach Bob Gregson said
"Simon Fraser is very strong and
they have an excellent swim
team."
Ron Koch and Loren Fassett
were the stars for Central as
Koch broke his own school
record in the 200 Individual
Medley covering the distance in
2:02.9. Fassett, according to
Gregson, "had some very . good
dives,'' beat out Ken Sulley of
Simon Fraser, the defending
national champ in the
three-meter dive, 425.10 to
421.25.
Gregson said Central "swam
poorly the second day after a
good start." "We should have
rested more before the meet." .
The medley relay team broke
the school record with a time of
· 3:45.5, more than two seconds
better than the previous record.
The swimmers take a week £?ff

27''
WHEELS
i21" or 23"
F~AME

The Legend

~SALES_

Since the Middle Ages, the first harbinger of Spring
has been the tapping of kegs filled with dark, creamy
Bock Beer.
.,
The exact time of its arrival varies in different
locales, but the posting of "the sign of the goat," whatever the day, is a better sign of Spring than the coming
of the first robin.
How the "goat" came to symbolize Bock Beer is told
in many ways. A favorite is that in the town of Einbeck, Germany, famous for the potency of its dark beer,
two stalwarts held a contest of beer-drinking prowess.
One of the contestants fell from a barrel he was straddling and rolled over where a goat was standing. He
vowed it was not the beer that had toppled him, but
that "Der Bock" had butted him. Since bock in German
means goat, and the town of Einbeck is pronounced
Einbock; it is likely that both the name Bock and the
sign of the goat, to designate the dark beer, came
about in the manner related.
The distinctive flavor and dark color of Bock Beer
is due to the special malt used in its brewing. The malt
for Bock Beer is roasted or carmelized, and the beer
itself is aged longer than lighter beus.

-PARTS
\SERVICE

•

Now at your supermarket whlle stocks last.
From Your "Lucky" Distributors

THE 5TH QUARTER

GALLONs-s1 so
(to go)

PIZZA MIA

8997

\
1'

\

~'TRY IT.••YOU'LL LIKE
Tl GER 10 SPEED BIKE
· FeatuMs you -.Id exped on
bik~

costing $50 more Men's
& lodies'. Yellow, white,
green.
1

\

IT"

Reg. '120'9
·

PUT A TANK ON YOUR TIGER
19, 21, 23, 2'" Fromes
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Recreational Center
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Harrison, O'Leary, Kooley new ASC team
The voting was done, nothing·
could be changed. All the
expectations of every candidate
was at the line, and their face~
showed it.
It was reported that Dan
0' Leary went through two
packages of cigarettes and a roll
of antacids while waiting for the
returns.
·
Both Dave Larson and
Harrison showed a gread deal of
nervousness, expecially during
those final six minutes.
Kooley could be seen all
evening, leaning against the wall,
almost set apart from the rest of
the crowd, while Berkins let go
of his tension by moving around
the areas quite frequently.
During those final six
minutes, Harrison spoke quietly
about what he would do if
elected. Two of his points
included plans he hadn't
disclosed du-ring the
campaigning.

by Sandi Doi bee
news editor

After six hours of waiting
Wednesday night and of course,
the annual breakdown. of the
computer, the results were in:
Steve Harrison would be our
next ASC president.
Harrison lead Dave Larson by
approximately 225 votes.
The executive vice president
for this next term will be Dan
O'Leary, who lead his opponent!
Richard Aldredge, by 233 votes.
Daryl Kooley won the
administrative vice president's
position, beating Dywain
Berkins by 88 votes.
These announcements were
made in the SUB Pit at
approximately 11:30 p.m. A
crowd of maybe 50 students was
on hand to greet the
much-awaited news.
So, what more can be said
about an election? He won. He
lost. But when Tom Dudley, .
ASC president, came around and
told everyone that it would just
be six minutes before the result~
would be in, the election
suddenly became more than just
winning or 19sing.

sponsoring a p1cmc this spring
for the entire student body. He
said it would pass out frisbees
and hot dogs, bring in live bands
and whatever and just turn the
students loose to enjoy some of
their money in the ASC.
·
O'Leary, in a discussion after
the returns, said that the first
thing he is going to do is get that
student advisory panel, he had
advocated, set up for action.
This panel is his way of
getting a cross-section of the
students together to help decide
on a relevant and popular
speaker package for next year.
Some mention should also go
to "The Stairwell Engagement,"
who kep the crowd alive for
more than four hours with their

liv.ely combination of folk and
rock in the Pit. ·

According to Robin Blomberg.
elections chairman, about 1500
students turned out at the polls
Wednesday, approximately the
Same as last year's turnout.
None of the candidates won
by a landslide, however, as the
winning margin fell as close as
20 votes in a few instances and
the widest margin was just a
little over 200 votes.
Probably one of the most
significant ·events on Wednesday
night occurred after Harrison
learned he had won. He walked
over to Larson and shaking
Larson's hand he said, "I'm
going to need your help, Dave."
"You can count on it,"
Larson replied.

One of these is to start a
recruiting drive around high
school and community colleges
to get more people interested in
coming to Central.
Another idea that he hopes to
get thru is the one of the ASC

Champion Athletes Use
Hoffman's High Nutrition
Proteins. We Stock.

Steve Harrison ••• ooeASC President

VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS
111

925-2505

w.

6th

BILL'S 66
offers you

MORE FOR LESS
·
SOii
Complete Lube Oil Filter Change- u- -

•
Spin-On Oil Fiiters

3rd & Pine

"'

Best In Speed Equipment at discount prices

Downtown

FREE PICK-UP &
DELIVERY SERVICE

.:...

Headers, Gaskets and Many More

•
Ansen Whe·els

•

Friendly, Courteous Service
WaterproOftng - Leather Goods - Hats
Knits - Piiiows - Reweaving - Moth Proofing
Repaln - Drapery Cleaning
CLEAN ONLY SERVICE (ly The Pound)
· (Spotting Included)

ED'S CLEANERS

BILL'S 66
8th and Pearl

Daryl Kooley
Administrative vice-president

_s1 91

•
•

Dan O'Leary
Executive vlce-r>.resident

925-9378

301 ·N. Pine

925-1688
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City waits action on Alder parking,
Maybe some of those persons are leaving
at the end of this quarter and feel that
they need not be concerned about the
problem because . it won't affect them.
And what about students not parking on
either 18th or Alder? Are these really
valid reasons for "copping out" and
allowing this process of parking
restriction and elimination to continue?
A unified effort is needed at this point
and it must be organized immediately to
achieve maximum effectiveness.
The city has asked for input from
college students and about two dozen
persons made an initial effort and this:
effort should not be allowed to be
dropped. The student has a lot to lose,
while the city and college have only to
gain. The college will gain more revenue
to "maintain" the ruts in the parking lots
at the Student Village Apartments, and
the city will be able to maintain their
streets. Meanwhile, the student will have
to buy a parking sticker or pay a parking
fine and guests, from across town or
across the state, will pay parking fines (or
they could be picked up across . town
where they are allowed to park). And
where to from this point? What other
areas need to have parking restricted or
eliminated?

. by Terry Parsley
staff writer

The Ellensburg City· Council meeting
Tuesday night was attended by about two
dozen person concerned with the
proposed parking regulations on 18th
Avenue and Alder Street. The City
Council has agreed to wait at least two
weeks before voting on an ordinance
which would . prohibit parking from 1
until 7 a.m. on Alder, north of 10th to
the north city limits, and on 18th,
between Alder and Walnut.
The .ordinance was proposed in answer
to a request by City Engineer Tom Chini.
Chini said that the need is for some hours
every day when the streets will be cleared
of cars so the streets may be cleared of
snow during the winter and cleaned the
rest of the year.
Mayor Stewart Allen was the major
contributor in the dialogue between the
city of Ellensburg and the concerned
student-citizens of his city. Allen said
that the city is concerned about on-street
parking throughout the community and is
"in the process of doing something about
that."
While seeming to be sympathetic to the
student's problem, Allen said that the
city was "not building streets for parking
lots." There are college lots ·available and
the question of fees charged for their use
was a "problem between the students and
the college."
While a turnout of about two dozen
concerned citizens is indeed a good sign,
what happened to all the other persons
affected by such an ordinance? There are
certainly more than two, dozen cars
parked out on 18th and Alder streets.

A few questions and suggestions are
offered here: Why does the college charge
for parking at Student Village
Apartments when the parking areas are
. poorly placed for apartment access, while
the tenants at both College Duplexes and
Brooklane Apartments pay no extra for
parking and park close to their
apartments; It is no wonder that ther_e are

Policy revision circulates
The committee for developing
a new policy for handling
student records has completed
its work and is in the process of
circulating its results.
An in-depth story will appear
in the next Crier. Open hearings
on the matter will begin on the

following Tuesday, March 7.
Anyone interested in
attending the hearings is
welcome and encouraged to
attend.
The committee will attempt
to contact several members of
the administration and faculty

so many cars out on 18th and Alder. In
some instances, the street is closer than
the parking areas assigned by the college.
Do the street_s need to be maintained
every day or only occasionally? If the
colleges permitted anyone to park on the
campus over the weekends and the
parking was restricted on Saturday and
Sunday only, would this help the city's
problem in' maintenance of these streets?
If the city ordered, or told, the college
to make other parking arrangements for
the residents and guests of Student
Village Apartments like those parking
arrangements at Brooklane and College
Duplexes, would this eliminate the
problem, for the city and at least put the
problem to be worked out between the
college and students or residents. ·

The above suggestions are not, by any
means, refined but they are a launching
point for either thought or action.
Councilman Darrel Curtis said that
"the big problem is the college invites
students to bring th.eir cars, then doesn't
provide space . . . You should be
pounding on doors at the college." This
would seem to be a good idea, but action
must be taken immediately.

SPECIAL HISTORY
The history department is
offering several special topics
spring quarter. Some of these are
Science and Society, Revolution
and Socialism in Europe since
1789, Ethiopia East Africa, and
Military History of the World
War II. If interested, contact the
History Department for
registration material.

SECRET ARIAL SERVICE
Typing,
stenci I and mineo
work; 20 ·y,,.ars experience.
Phone: 925-3410, 9-5
Weekdays
1 11 South Pearl,
Main Floor

for their comments and
criticisms prior to the open
he~rings.

ON ALL STEEL

HOME STORACE

CABINETS

MISS
CLAIROi:

~

Money Saver Priced!

s59so

HERBAL ESSENCE

SHAMPOO

LOVING FOAM-II
Reg. $2.75

8 oz.
Reg. $1.60

s131.

40Z.
REG. 89'

MONEY
SAVER
DISCOUNT
STORE

2 For

\'

505 N. PINE

\1\ IN
9
~
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Double hat shelf.
Lock-Mirror
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7
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Cat-a-log

clever

Foxy flick starts tonight
by Gay/ Curtiss
9a l-a-log editor

D. H. Lawrence's neglected
masterpiece, "The Fox" is this
week's flick that will be shown
tonight and tomorrow night in
Hertz Auditorium at 7 p.m.
The film, which stars Anne
Heyward, Sandy Dennis, and
Keir Dullea, is said to be
mysteriously bold about the
issues of blood, soul, nature, and
the masculine-feminine essence.
Admission is 75 cents with
college I.D. required. Doors will
open at 6 p.m.
DR. STRANGELOVE
Stanley
Kubrick's
"Dr.
Strangelove: Or How I Learned
to Stop Worrying and Love the
Bomb" is being presented by the
Sovereign _ Association
of
Graduate
English .Students
Wednesday,
in
McConnell
Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m.
A mere 50 cents admission
with college I.D. is required to
see Peter Sellers in what has
been called one of the greatest
flicks in years.
W.I.A.
Women's
Intramural
Association is sponsoring a swim
meet
for Central women
Tuesday at 7 p.m. Featured will
be 12 races and diving events.
All girls are invited to enter as
many events as they like.
Registration will be prior to the
meet at 7 -p.m. There is no
entrance
fee.
For
more
information contact Barbara at
963-1327.

DRAMA PROGRAM
Students in Drama 466 will
present "Man and the Universe"
in the Barge Threepenny
Playhouse Wednesday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m. both nights.
The Reader's Theatre Program
involves readers, sound effects
and slides.
Admission is free.
DANCE PARTY
A ballroom dance party will
.be held by the physical
education
ballroom
classes
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the SUB
large ballroom. A 25-cent
admission will be charged in
order
to
pay
for
the
refreshments. Everyone who is
now taking a dance class or who
already has is invited to attend.
CO-REC
Since - the Women's High
School Basketball tournament
will be held from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m. on Feb. 26 and March 4,
only the swimming pool and the
field house will be open for
recreation those two days.
COMMITTEE OPENINGS
Dave Larson needs people to
fill
~he
following. . ASC
' co ~m1tt~es:
adm1ss1~ns,
matr1culat1on and graduation,
campus site and deve!opment,
campus space, traffic, and
facul~y _evaluation. Any student
who is mterested should contact
LarsoI,l in the ASC office, or call
963-3445.

CINEMATIC SOCIOLOGY
BRIDGE ENTHUSIASTS
A special topics class is being
. For all you people who would
like to learn to play bridge and offered ~pring quarter by the
Department ' that
you haven't the faintest idea Sociology
hopefully
will
bring awareness of
what the difference between
four spades and one heart is social conditions present today
by exposing them through the
wh y don ' t you come to a bridge,
film
medium. Poverty, deviance
meeting that will be held in the
institutions, race and sex ar~
SUB small cafeteria Tuesday
some of the .topics to be
night at 7 p.m. If you don't
know how to play the game, discussed in _the class. Contact
lessons will be given. So, here's the sociology department for
your chance to bridge the gap. specifics.
JOBS IN EDUCATION
CHI ALPHA
Dr . Art Keith, associate
Chi Alpha will meet at 7 p.m. professor of education, will
Monday at 1009 "D" Street in speak Tuesday at noon in Grupe
the new Chi_ Alpha House. Conference Center about job
Details? 925-9139.
opportunities in education.
NEW CRITICISMS
Dr. Malcolm Brown, professor
of English at the University of
Washington, will present an
informal talk on the "New
Developments In Criticism" in
the L & · L faculty lounge,
Monday at 7: 30 p.m. Sponsored
by the English Department, it is
free and open to everyone.
BAHA'I
"The people are wandering in
the paths of delusion bereft of
discernment to see God with
t;heir own eyes or hear his
melody with their own ears."
Baha'i fireside. Call 9.25-1970.

SIMS
SIMS, the Student Meditation
Society, will meet Tuesday night
in SUB 204.

COFFEEHOUSE
IN THE PIT
"Bruce and Dixie," a singing
_ From noon to 1 p.m., the
singing sensation, Neil House -duo_, will be the Coffeehc>use
will croon to you for free. B~ e.ntertainment Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday at 7
there and listen to him stru~.
p.m. in the SUB Pit. .
LIBRARY BOOKS
Remember: it is the end of ·
INDIAN SPEAKERS
the quarter and all those library
books that you've been hiding
A special class relating to the
are due.
American Indian will be offered by t_he speech department during
DEMOCRATIC SPEAKER
spring
quarter. It will be devoted
At 1 p.m. today in the SUB
to
the
study of Native American
Pit, .a guest speaker, Sam Brown
orators
and spokesmen from
will talk on "Student
Involvement in Politics, 1972." colonial times to the present. If
Brown, a former Rutgers interested, contact Dr. Lynn
University student body Osborne in the speech and
presdient, also served as drama department.
vice-president for the National
Students Association.
FEES DUE
In 1968, Brown was a student
All registration fees for both
organiz~r for Eugene McCarthy. full and part-time students is due
In 1969, he was national by March 6 in order to retain
coordinator for the Vietnam your registration.
War Moratorium activities. At
·present, he is teaching in the
JFK School of Government at
Harvard.
His speaking engagement is
being sponsored by the Young
Democrats of CWSC. Students
and faculty are urged to attend.

BA DEGREES
One. last reminder that if you
are gomg to graduate in June
you must get your BA
applications in before April 7.
IVCF
Tne Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold their
weekly meeting at 101 W. 10th
Street Sunday at 8 p.m. When
you get there, tell 'em you read
it in the CRIER.
BEGINNING ED STUDENTS
. Any student who plans to
begin his educational sequence of
courses in preparation to teach,
mu st attend an orif•ntation
session before he will be allowed
to register for Ed. 307.
These sessions will be held at
8: 30 a.m. Tuesday through
Friday in Grupe Conference
Center until March 10. There
will not be a session this
Tuesday.

_Libertyrheatre_ OPEN 6:45HELD OVER 925-9511

NATIONAL LOANS
If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have a National
Defense Loan from here, you
must have an exit interview
before you leave. Please make
the appointment with the Office
of Student Accounts, Mitchell
Hall, 963-3546.

Co-HitAt9:00-Sunday At6:00&9:40
A HOWARD

''1111.R
SPA.llG1l11ID
G1IRl11''
A
chaotic comedy.
~~otic,

starring

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
The Mountaineering Club will
meet at 7: 30 p.m. Tuesday in
SUB
103.
James
Grove,
department of philosophy. will
present slides and speak on
"Climbing and Hiking in the
High Sierra." Again, all people
who are interested in hiking and
climbing are invited to attend his
talk.
·

W. KOCH Production

Sandy Duncan Tony Roberts

STARTS· WEDNESDAY - MARCH 1st

It takes two to make such a special one!

FLYING
Interested in flying? Then
come to a meeting in Peterson
103 at 7:30 p.m. ·Tuesday.
Anyone who is interested in a
student flying club or just
interested in flying is invited to
attend.

Village

OPEN 6:45
925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUE.

Showings At 7:00 & 9:00 Each Night
-ONE OF LAST YEARS BIGGEST HITS

REPUBLICANS
The College Republican Club
of CWSC will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in SUB 206. Jerry Williams
SHOW ME!
"Show Me," a folk rock Kittitas County GOP chairman'
'
musical, will be presented at the will be the guest speaker.
Chestnut Street Baptist Church
tonight at 7: 30 p.m. The musical
pokes fun at the hypocrisy in
LDS
churches and tries to explain
The Latter-day Saints Student
who Jesus really is.
· Association will be having an
- Admission
is
free
and open house today at 907 D
everyone is invited. If you have Street from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
any
questions call Cindy ~rchaelogical displays, films and
Leadenham after 5 p.m. at discussions will highlight the
925-3662.
affair.

In everyon~'s life there's a

SUMMER OF '42

c;:oming March 9th at

A Robert Mulligan/Richard A Roth Production

JENNIFER O'NEILL • GARY GRIMES • JERRY HOUSER • OLIVER CONANT

THE TAY
5th Annual Paicima Party

STARTS WEDNESDAY - MARCH 1st
Showings At 7:00 & 9:10 Each Night

ttSunday
BlOOdy Sunday"

[!{Jo

